FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TINKER FEDERAL CREDIT UNION LEADERS APPROVE
IMMEDIATE REBUILD OF MOORE BRANCH

OKLAHOMA CITY – Tinker Federal Credit Union’s (TFCU) senior management and board of directors have announced their decision to immediately start the process of rebuilding the Moore branch in the same location where it was previously located. That facility at 400 S.W. 6th Street was destroyed in the EF-5 tornado that hit Moore, Okla. on May 20, 2013.

TFCU officials said they hope to have the new branch completed before the end of this year. The property has already been cleared of debris, and the old foundation has been removed. The new floor plan being finalized will have some improved traffic flow, while offering the same amenities members enjoyed before. The new building will have over 6,000 square feet, with a safe deposit box vault, Personal Finance Café, Investment Center and children’s play area inside and six drive-thru lanes and an ATM outside.

“I’m thrilled we are beginning the construction process so soon,” said AVP/Branch Manager Jan Davis. “I love the Moore community and the people we have served at that branch since opening in 2005. We’re very excited to be staying in the same area.”

Tinker Federal Credit Union is the largest credit union in Oklahoma, with over $3 billion in assets and 275,000 members.
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